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LITERARY.

THE FLIGHT OF LIFE.

JOHN WICKLIF.

A few days ago when the statue of that hero
and patriot, Gen. Geo. H. Thomas, was unveiled
in the capital of our nation, a small body of men
took its place in the line of the procession.
Their brows were furrowed with wrinkles, their
steps were measured and unsteady ; their beards
were whitening with the frost of age ; but their
hearts throbbed with true loyalty. These men
represented the few of that great number who
carried victory on their banners as they returned
from the Mexican contest. Rapidly are those
brave old soldiers passing from our midst. The
little drummer-boy has become a sturdy veteran,
while the veteran has taken his place in the ever
increasing rank of the numberless dead. And
this reminds us that the invisible, yet sure hand
of time is upon each one of us, and our lives
must end. When we begin to notice the mile
posts as they recede one after the other in the
far distance, we are astonished to find the rapidity
with which life is flying.

In 138o, through sickness and persecution he gave the first
version of the Bible in English, the first, too, in any modern
language.
Wickl if, how half a thousand years are sped
Since to the music of an English tongue
Thy thin, white fingers cunningly did wed
What holy men of old have said or sung!
First Protestant ! First scholar of the poor !
The first to tell in modern fireside speech
To homely folk in their own cottage door
What living truths those Sacred Lips did teach !
As swims into the sky the early star,
To lead from shade the brightness of the day,
So didst thou rise five centuries afar
And shine while yet our dawn was dim and grey.
Hard was the task, 0 Scholar, struggling on
Against the bitter hate of monks and priests ;
Worried and sick, and yet thy work was done
And followed thee when entered into rest.
Bend from thy rest, if it be given, 0 Saint !
Pale, worn, and baffled in thy toil no more,
Hark, how thy language, tuneful, clear and quaint,
Tells the Glad Tidings upon every shore !
What though thine ashes, in their feeble wrath
Thy foes upon the wandering waters flung !
The conscious waters smoothed for them a path
O'er all the tides where lands and isles have sprung.
And when thy work's millennium shall be,
Will that millennium still linger long,
When o'er the nations Truth has victory
And Peace lifts up her sweet and final song ?

—English Department.

Solitary thought corrodes the mind, if it be
not blended with social activity ; and social activity produces a restless craving for excitement,
if it be not blended with solitary thought.

No Herculean grasp can stay the onward
march of time, which marks out so accurately
the measure of every life. Although the puny
arm of man can snatch the lightning from the
thunder-cloud and utilize its electric power, he
can place no obstacle which will cause the sun
to stand still for a moment.
The flight of life is inevitable.
We must not stand enraptured in the green
fields of life, listening to the chirping of the
birds, and the rippling of the brooks, forgetful
of the future ; for ere long the sky will be o'ercast and some of the chilling and dreary winds
will blow, and our future will be sadly changed.
To live altogether in the present, frightens ambi-
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tion away ; to live always in the future makes
life a phantom ; but how fortunate is that one
who taking encouragement from the past, is strong
for the present, and who has bright hopes and
noble aspirations for the future !
"Catch, then, 0 catch the transient hour ;
Improve each moment as it flies,
Life's a short summer—man a flower—
He dies—alas ! how soon he dies !"

True, we may make life nothing but a bubble,
which appears beautiful for a moment and then
bursts, remembered by none, scarcely seen by a
few ; or we, in our own little world of influence,
may find the resting place for an Archimedian
hero.
Convinced of the rapidity of the flight of life,
the golden moments of youth should be fraught
with earnest endeavor.
Shakespere has said :
"I find my zenith does depend upon
A most auspicious state, whose influence
If now I canst but omit, my fortune ,
Will ever after droop."

As we pass over the threshold into the bustle
of active life, we should carefully seek for an
"auspicious star;" early we should begin to know
for what we are living. From our entrance into
life we should feel the invigorating influence upon which the* fortunes of our brief span of existence depends. To rush blindly on, is fruitless,
unless we have some spot to which we are guiding our little bark, we will be tossed about at
the mercy of the billows, and at last meet with
direful disaster.
Our life is being filled up. There is no detention, not even when we are waiting for the mists
to rise in order that we may see the outlines of
that which invites our ambition. How sad it is
that many awake from their visions of success,
to find their most propitious years forever
in the past. Let us appreciate the balmy days,
remembering that our life moves on regardless
as to whether we improve it or not. As life goes
swiftly by, let us reach out and grasp, together
with the stern realities, some of the perfumes
and some of the blossoms. Let us variegate

actual life with some of the flowers painted by
the hand of God himself. Let us seek happiness and joy, for unsought will pain and trouble.
come. Whenever the clouds hover around, let
us soon expect to see the silver lining.
Then, whether the flight of our life be long or
short, whether we are permitted to see our cherished hopes realized, may the sentiment of Goldsmith be applied to us when he says :
"And all his prospects brightening to the last,
His heaven commenced ere the world be past."

PAUL JONES.
As we glance back through the century of our
national existence to the scenes of the revolution, a memorial of which our nation stands today, we remember that our foes at that time,.
boasted and relied upon their aquatic strength.
For England had long made her banqueting
halls resound with the song :
"Britannia needs no bulwarks
To frown along the steep ;
Her march is on the mountain wave,
Her home is on the deep."

Apprehending this, as we see the British warship bow to the American frigate, as we see the
flag of haughty England repeatedly strike to a
vessel at whose mast floats the stars and stripes,
as we see England compelled to drink of the poisoned cup which she forces to the lips of others,
we exclaim, who is the hero that dared to beard
the British Lion ? Who is he, to whom the
Frenchman points as the terror of the English,
whom all England terms a pirate and a highway
robber ? Through the history of a hundred
years we hear the name of Paul Jones : and we
ask, who was he ? The answer comes through a
long line of tradition and secluded history.
In the lonely wilds of Scotland, about the
middle of the last century, stood a retired cottage. The ivy and woodbine had found their
way along its eaves, and hung carelessly swaying
to the ground. In the distance could be heard
the roaring of the billows, as they broke over
the rugged rocks which lined the shores of Solway Frith.
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From the doorway of this humble abode could
be seen as far as the eye could reach, seeming in
the distance to blend with the western horizon,
the dark blue waters of the Irish Sea. This seaside cot was the home of a respectable gardener,
John Paul, of whom we have no definite account.
Sufficient to say that on the 6th of July, 1747, a
son was born to him, whom he called, in honor
of himself, John.
Young John Paul, like most energetic lads
who live within the sound of the ocean surge,
early in life became impassioned with the longings for a sailor's life. Having at the age of
thirteen received a common education, he embarked as a sailor on board the sloop Friendship,
bound for the Rappahannock, in Virginia. Delighted with the wild scenes opened before him
in that attractive valley, then glowing in natural
beauty, young Paul became thoroughly American
in feelings. Years afterward, while settling the
estate of his deceased brother, in Virginia, for
some reason never fully explained, he assumed
the surname Jones, being ever afterward familiarly
known as Paul Jones.
Thus we have a part of the early history of
one of the first champions of American independence, of the one who first spread to the breeze
the stars and stripes, now renowned throughout
the world, and around whose folds more than
forty millions of freemen are ever ready to rally.
It was the noble mission of Paul Jones to
teach Britannia, while she allied with the savage, burned the log cabins, and butchered the
helpless women and children, far away in the
wilderness of America, that the arm of the
avenger could reach her even in her own channel.
Little did the English government imagine that
any commander of an American vessel would
have the audacity to approach even within sight
of her shores ; but Paul Jones, cruising through
the waters of St. George's channel and the Irish
Sea, captured and destroyed vessels within sight
of the great British cities.
These tidings created a strange sensation as
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they spread like wildfire throughout England,.
and the whole British navy was aroused to wreak
vengeance upon the intrepid voyager.
One of the London journals of September 29,.
1779, gives the following account of this celebrated cruise : "On Saturday noon an express
arrived at the Admiralty with the alarming account that the celebrated American Corsair, Paul,
Jones, had entered the river Humber, on Thurs
day last, and chased a vessel within a mile of thepier, where he burned and destroyed sixteen valuable vessels."
"On Saturday night another express arrived at
the Admiralty with the further disagreeable intelligence, that Paul Jones' squadron had fallen in
with the Baltic fleet, had taken their convoy,
the Serapis man-of-war, of forty-four guns, and
the armed ship Countess of Scarborough."
The London Chronicle of October 17, 1779,
contained the following : "Paul Jones is about
thirty-six years of age, of a middling stature, well
proportioned, with an agreeable countenance ;
his conversation shows him to be a man of talents, and that he has a liberal education ; his letters in foreign gazettes show that he can fight
with the pen as well as with the sword."
Although the British government boasted at
that time a protection of a thousand sail, more
perhaps than the combined navies of the globe,
yet, with a little fleet of three vessels, our American Chevalier kept the whole coast of Britain in.
constant alarm.
By his daring exploits, together with the seclusion of his true character, Paul Jones established
a reputation, even among some of our own countrymen, as one who risked his life for plunder.
But to the one who carefully traces out his
history, there appear characteristics of greatness
seldom equaled among men.
Sunday is the golden clasp that binds together
the volume of the week.—Longfellow.
Dost thou love life ? Then do not squander
time, for that is the stuff life is made of—Franklin.
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THE MOUTH OF THE MERSEY.

We reached the mouth of the Mersey on a Sabbath morning, and the scene around us was in
keeping with the day. All seemed so calm,peaceful and soberly bright ! Perhaps the fact of our
having seen no land for many weeks, except a faroff glimpse of South Africa and a peep through
the haze at St. Helena and Ascension Islands,
made the quiet beauty of the English landscape
around us all the more fair and pleasant to look
upon. Our first feeling was one of strangeness ;
after having been accustomed to look far and
wide over a vast expanse of waters, straining the
eye to catch perhaps a faint outline of a distant
sail, with nothing to vary the monotony but the
lights and shadows on the ever moving wavelets,
that white-crested, rose behind one another till,
in the distance, they imperceptibly blended with
the sky in a horizon where it was hard to tell
which was wave and which was cloud. The change
from this to a scene where were hills, streams,
trees and beautiful green sward, struck one as
being, first strange, and then refreshingly pleasant.
The associations of the scene 'lob were inspiring. Was it not the shore of old England that
we looked upon—our beloved Mother Country,
the land which we, tho' raised in a remote British dependency, had been taught to call Home?
It was, therefore, with much emotion we gazed
for the first time upon
"This precious stone set in the silver sea,
Which serves it in the office of a wall,
Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Against the envy of less happier hands ;
This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this ENGLAND !"

Entering the Mersey—away in the background
on the right, rose the mountains of Wales, dimly
blue, sloping down to the left bank of the Dee,
and to the sea shore, not in abrupt faces, but in
gentle declivities, carpeted with green, and dotted here and there with hamlets. Then came the
Dee itself, here separating Wales from Cheshire,
nearer, a wide undulating plain rising by the
Mersey into a hillock, with an easy slope down to
the river's left bank. On this hillock lies embow-

ered in trees, shily peeping out here and there,
the pretty little town of New Brighton—a most
inviting spot it seemed to live in—and one as I
afterwards learned, that is more sought after
every year. Further up the same bank was
Egremont, and farther away, barely visible, Birkenhead. On the right bank of the Mersey was
Crosby, the extreme suburb of Liverpool in this
direction, which looked as if it were built on a
continuous group of sand hills all bound together by an abundant growth of a ground creeper.
Then came Waterloo, a fine group of houses,
the residences I was told of wealthy people, and
then commenced the long sea wall that selvedges
Liverpool on the river side along the entire
length of the town, pierced here and there with
entrances to the various docks, which were
bristling with masts. Close by where the wall
begins is a little fort which is to mount four 6o
ton guns, and be the main protection of the
harbor ; about half a mile further up commenced
the "Prince's" landing stage, a mile long, and said
to be the finest landing stage in the world. Behind the wall was Liverpool which even on Sunday seemed to be under a cloud. Looking at
the town from the river, over the wall, scarcely
anything could be seen except a confused jumble
of roofs, which with chimneys, ornamental pinnacles, etc., made a jaggedness of outline that
did not commend itself to our eyes. We were,
perhaps, too far off to see any buildings that
were particularly fine and it was with pleasure
that we turned away to look once more at the
scenery on our right, while we remembered with
Cooper that
"God made the country and man made the town."

The human body is a furnace which keeps in
blast three score years and ten, more or less .
According to the estimate of an able chemist, it
burns about three hundred pounds of carbon a
year, when in good condition. When the fire
slackens, life declines ; when it goes out, we are
dead.
"Never does a man portray his own character
more vividly than in portraying another's."
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MARRIAGE OF THE SUN AND MOON.
Do you know that a wedding has happened on high,
And who were the parties united ?
'Twas the Sun and the Moon ! in the halls of the sky
They were join'd, and our continent wit ness'd the tie-No continent else was invited.
Their courtship was tedious, fot seldom they met
Tete-a-tete, while long centuries glided,
But the warmth of his love she could hardly forget,
For, though distant afar, he could smile on her yet,
Save when Earth the fond couple divided.
But why so prolix the courtship ? and why
So long was postponed their connection ?
That the bridegroom was anxious 'twere vain to deny,
Since the heat of his passion pervaded the sky ;
But the bride was renown'd for reflection.
Besides, 'tis reported their friends were all vex'd ;
The match was deemed, somehow, unequal ;
And when bid to the wedding, each made some pretext
To decline, till the lovers, worn out and perplex'd.
Were compell'd to elope, in the sequel.
Mars and yupiter never such business could bear,
So they haughtily kept themselves from it ;
Herschell dwelt at such distance he could not be there;
Saturn sent, with reluctance, his Ring to the fair,
By the hands of a trustworthy Comet.
Only one dim, pale Planet, of Planets the least,
Condescended the nuptials to honor ;
And that seemed like skulking away to the East ;
Some assert it was Mercury acting as priest,
Some Venus a peeping—shame on her !
Earth in silence rejoiced, as the bridegroom and bride
In their mutual embraces would linger ;
Whilst careering through regions of light at his side,
She display'd the bright Ring, not "a world too wide"
For a conjugal pledge, on her finger.
Henceforth shall these orbs, to all husbands and wives,
Shine as patterns of duty respected;
All her splendor and glory from him she derives,
And She shows to the world, the kindness He gives
Is faithfully prized and reflected.
—Selected.

Mr. Robert Lenox Kennedy's recent gift to
Union College has been, at his suggestion, employed in completing the necessary binding of
about 5,000 books.
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AMBITION.

IT is a natural characteristic of the youth of a
free nation, such as ours to be ambitious. There
is a desire in almost every young American's
heart to excel in whatever station fortune or
merit has placed him. The affairs of State are so
fixed that the means of accomplishing great results are in the power o one, if an energetic, self-reliant desire of bettering his condition
underlie the whole current of his life.
This natural ambition of a young man to rise
above his present sphere should, however, be
limited by his self-respect, and no course should
be entered upon, or means used, which seem to
lead to success, which do not command the assent of his own conscience, and the approval of
good men. Some one has said that the "arrangement of God, which makes a man's conscience
his guide to action, is beneficent every way," and
no man is, or should be, insensible to the opinion of the good, concerning his course in life.
The man who is ambitious to succeed for the
mere sake of commanding the admiration of his
fellows, whether that end be achieved fairly or
unfairly, cannot be said to have a true ambition,
but he who, with firm self-respect and indomitable energy, sets before him a high ideal of attainment, and unswervingly advances towards the
summit he has proposed to reach, such an one
has an ambition worthy of all praise, and his success is already ensured. What is essential therefore, to true ambition, is, worthiness of object
aimed at, and determination and fixity of purpose to attain it. While the end to be reached
should be high, the results to be achieved just,
yet let it not be forgotten that account must be
taken of the ability and resources of mind at
command, to effect the desired achievement, else
will those who aim too lofty, find that the
"Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps itself,
And falls on the other side,"

has been not a bright star, pointing the way to
success, but a will o' the wisp leading to ruin.
The edition of the February number of Scribner's Monthly will be 125,000 copies.
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THE attempt to compel certain young ladies to
remain at the "Ladies' Home," last term, when
they wished to board elsewhere, occasioned conPUBLISHED THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, AUGUST AND SEPTHIBER, EXCEPTED
siderable discussion. Those in charge of the
MEADVILLE, PA., JANUARY, 1880.
"Home" may have been justified in making the
attempt, but it seems to us that under the cirEDITORS .
cumstances, it was unnecessary and unwise.
Chairman.
W. C. WILSON,
J. D. MARTIN,
Literary
When Hulings Hall has been completed, a reguEMMA F. MERCHANT,
. Exchanges. lation requiring all ladies from abroad to board
..
.A. FLEMING, TR., . . .
Locals and Personals.
F. F. LIPPITT,
there would be just and proper, and doubtless
.Address all communications to THE CAMPUS, Meadville, Pa.
little trouble would be experienced from it. But
No anonymous communications will be noticed.
the building used at present is too small to conSubscriptions received and copies for sale at the hook stores
veniently accommodate all who would be affected
of Ingham & Co., and Geo. P. Clarke.
Papers will be sent until ordered discontinued, and arrearaby such a regulation. After a few rooms have
ges paid.
been taken, the remainder are comparatively inTERMS :
commodious, and undesirable, and if some object
$1.00.
Ole year,
to them, it should not be considered surprising,
I 2C.
Single Copy,
or unreasonable. On the other hand they should
THE old adage, "Laugh and grow fat," seems be furnished better apartments or allowed to go
to have been followed out very successfully by where they can get them.
The co-operative system of boarding is used at
Alleghenians. At least almost every one has
increased in rotundity, unless, perhaps, we both the ladies' and gentlemen's boarding halls.
except our six foot brethren, who seem to have The main object of this system is to reduce the
grown fat lengthwise. This speaks well for home cost of board to as low a figure as possible. It
hospitalities, but excites painful reflections on the is probably the best system for a college boardprobable fate of sundry meleagris gallopavos, who ing hall in use, but there may be some who dedoubtless have little sympathy for holiday festiv- sire better rooms and better board, and are wilities. ling and able to pay for them. If there are any
We notice several new corners in our midst. of this class, they should not be compelled to live
But they don't look half as badly scared as they in rooms they do not like, or sleep in beds they
ought to after the terrible transactions of last do not enjoy, or eat food they do not relish. The
term. Perhaps they do not realize their peril— management of both halls is admirable. It has
perhaps they never will. We hope they will find accomplished its object—to furnish board for its
good friends, and many of them, among their fel- actual cost. This is a great assistance to those
low students, and would beg leave to whisper in who must curtail expenses as much as possible,
their ear, that the CAMPUS man is ready at any in order to get through college. But unless
time to receive them with open arms—for a small agreeable apartments can be furnished to all, no
remuneration. If you want to be happy and suc- one should be blamed if he or she desires to
cessful in college, take the CAMPUS. board elsewhere.
Some colleges kill themselves, and crush all
The term starts out auspiciously, and we have
it in our power to make it profitable to ourselves. manhood, and self-reliance out of their students
If there are any, let all antagonisms be set aside, by regulations as long as the moral law, and as
let all prejudices be overcome ; let all discord be tyrannical as were ever imposed by the most abharmonized ; thus will the interests of teacher solute monarch. The next thing to a penitenand scholar, and the highest welfare of the col- tiary is a Ladies' Boarding School ; and the
lege, be subserved. counterpart of a House of Correction is a Boys'
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If it
'Seminary. Hulings Hall is a thing of beauty, act for which they were suspended.
and the fair damsels are forming bright anticipa- was so intended, or if it has had the effect of
tions of the conveniences and comforts of their instigating similar acts, it should be condemned
new home. Let not the college authorities en- for that reason, if for no other. But such is
cumber it with so many rules and restrictions as not the case. The procession was a protest on
to rob it of all its attractions, and make its the part of the majority of the students against
inmates miserable. Make it a home in a true the action of the college authorities ; first, besense, not a house of bondage.
cause it seemed to them to be partial ; and second, because it appeared to them severe. Now
THE cause of all the late unpleasantness in the the position of the students may be a proper subcollege was an act of hazing, committed by sev- ject of criticism, and their action liable to ceneral of the students of the college. The dis- sure, but whether or not their protest was warcipline may, or may not, have been wise, opinions ranted, let no one affirm that it was an approval
of the practice of hazing, or a defense of the indiffer ; but that the act itself was reprehensible,
no one disputes. Hazing is justifiable under no stance involved, as it is charged by some windy
circumstances, and those who engage in it must journals. Newspapers like to lie. On the one
expect to suffer the consequences. The particu- hand the action of the Faculty has been pictured
lar instance which took place here last term was as most tyrannical, and grossly biased ; while
not of as gross a character as is sometimes the on the other the action of the students has been
case, and yet there are not many who would en- twisted and warped out of all truth, and the conjoy it very much if they were subjected to the dition of the college represented as deplorable.
same process. It is, however, to the practice of In fact, however, the greatest composure and
hazing that we object. It invades the sacred quiet marks every department of the college. Its
limits of a man's personal rights. It subjects regulations were never better observed, its duties
him to manifold indignities. It insults his pride never more willingly performed, its authority
and self-respect. It degrades a man's estimate never more fully recognized. During the vacaof his fellows. It violates all rules of decorum. tion frequent and anxious inquiries were made
It is mean, because it finds delight in the dis- concerning the real condition of the college, and
we are pleased to say that since our connection
comfort and humiliation of its victim. It is cow- I
ardly, because it is always the strong attacking with it no term has opened with better prospects
the weak. It is a crime, because it is an infrac- for success than the present.
tion of the laws protecting every citizen of the
Commonwealth. It is a sin, because it is usually
Too many persons are apt to think that promalicious and deliberate.
fessional men' should know everything, and be
If we rightly understand the sentiment of the able on the shortest notice to answer almost any
great majority of the students, it is decidedly question. The truth of the matter is that many
against all forms of hazing. Is remains with us, men in professional life have forgotten more than
therefore, to discountenance and discourge any many, who claim to be well informed, know.
tendency that may be manifested in this direc- This is the way one has put it : You can't keep
tion. Our character, as a body of students, for gas in a bladder, and you can't keep knowledge
good breeding and manly deportment, is before tight in a profession. Hydrogen will leak out,
the bar of public opinion, and it would be well and air will leak in, through India-rubber ; and
to have this always in mind. The demonstra- special knowledge will leak out, and general
tion on the departure of those suspended was knowledge will leak in, though a profession were
not intended to countenance or support the covered with twenty thicknesses of diplomas.
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SCIENTIFIC.
FORECASTING THE WEATHER.

From time immemorial mankind have been
able to judge with sufficient accuracy the state
of the weather from 12 to 24 hours in advance.
We look at the setting sun going down in a
cloudless horizon and say we will have a fair
day to-morrow, and nine times out of ten the
prediction will prove true. With the present
meteorological stations, scattered all over the
globe, and by careful observations in climatology "Old Probabilities" is even able to predict
several days in advance. Professor Thompson
B. Maury, in an article on "The International
Weather Service," in the Popular Science Monthly
for January, briefly considers the question whether it will ever be practicable to forecast, in part,
the character of approaching seasons, to predict
whether the coming winter will be mild or severe, or the next summer unusually hot, cool,
wet or dry. Some maintain that an intimate connection exists between terrestrial weather and
the sun spots, and a recent writer summing up
the latest results obtained from the investigations of Mr. Meldrum and others, concludes that
the solar spots and temperature change in parallel
cycles, and affect every feature in the terrestrial
meteorology. Richard A. Proctor, the celebrated English astronomer and scientist, has no faith
in this idea. Professor Maury, however, expresses the belief that a solution of the problem
to an extent at least will come with a better
knowledge of terrestrial meteorology. Thus the
exceptional heat of last autumn was preceded by
an exceptional meteorological condition. In the
Monthly Weather Review for August, the Signal
Service reported that the barometric pressure,
as compared with the means of the seven preceding years, shows that the mean of the entire
country has been abnormally low. There was
then in August an unusual barometric depression covering the interior of the continent as far
as the arctic circle. Into this aeriel hollow the
air must flow from the surrounding regions of

high pressure, which at that time were southward in the Gulf of Mexico and in the extratropical parts , of the Pacific. Had the extent
and intensity' of the low pressure in British
America, in August, been ascertained by simultaneous observations taken there, our exceptional
weather of the autumn could, as Professor Maury
claims, have been forecast with as much certainty
as an ordinary cold wave or hot wave, had full
reports been received from the upper valley of
Saskatchewan, before the enormous barometric
anomaly was developed. So also the cold, wet
summer of 1879 in Great Britain preceded by
her exceptional thermometric condition, and the
exceptional barometric conditions of Iceland
could have been as certainly forecast. Indeed
Professor Maury says, that with these meteorological conditions, a cold, wet summer, in Great
Britain was "almost inevitable."
EDISON'S ELECTRIC LIGHT.
At last the renowned inventor of the phonograph has given to an impatient public his solution of the problem, how to free the country
from exorbitant gas bills and kerosene horrors.
That such an invention would be appreciated by
the public is a question beyond a shadow of a
doubt ; but the certainty of the success and
practicability of it is yet to be proven. He proceeds upon the principle of light from incandescence, and made the brilliant discovery of carbonized paper to take the place of the more
expensive material, platinum.
C. Tessie du Motay, a French electrician, has
advanced the following objections, which, to our
mind, effectually prove the defect in Edison's
new solution of the problem of producing electric
light by incandescence. 1. The carbon volatilizes and crystallizes in the form of graphitoide by
the prolonged action of the electric current in
the same manner as platinum and its alloys and
cracks and falls into powder on account of the
changes of condition which take place unequally
and spontaneously at the end of a certain time.
2. The glass globes of the lamps, even if they
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are hermetically sealed, will expand and contract by the alternate action of the heat of the
electric current and the cold air of the surrounding atmosphere ; and thus the air vcll be allowed
to filter into the globe and the incandescent carbon will be consumed.

EDUCATIONAL.
Examinations begin at Harvard, January

21.

Dartmouth now has a library of nearly 56,000
volumes.
Harvard is to have another new building; cost,
200,000.-EX.

The Dunkards have opened a college at Ashland, Ohio.—Ex.
The library of the late Caleb Cushing now belongs chiefly to Bowdoin.
The Seniors and Juniors at Yale intend giving
a set of Germans this winter.—Ex.
Gymnasium exercise is compulsory at Amherst and Dartmouth.—College Courier.
Williams College has graduated eight hundred and ninety-four clergymen.—Ex.
Harvard added between eleven and twelve
thousand volumes to her library last year.
Swarthmore College (the Friends College)
has now 265 students, about one-half being
Friends.

The Jewish Chronicle (English) complains that
there is not in Jerusalem one school where modern instruction is given.
A University has been established in Siberia,
at Yomsk. It is the first which has been formed
in that country.—Knox Student.
One of the rules of the Mt. Holyoke, (Mass).
Seminary forbids one lady introducing a gentleman to another lady student.—Ex.
Miss Blanche Edwards and Mlle. Martha Du-

bois are two young women who have just passed
the Baccalaureate in the science and art examination of the Paris University.
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The Seniors are agitating the subject of "cap
and gown" for commencement, at Lafayette.—
Exchange.
Stonyhurst, the principal Catholic College in
England, is to be rebuilt by the Jesuits at a cost
of $500,000.
The Ann Arbor University is to have a full
set of meteorological instruments. They will
cost about $360.—Ex.
The seats in the chapel at Williams have been
cushioned. Where can a college like that expect
to go to when it dies ?—Ex.
The lectures on science and history subjects
at King's and Christ Colleges, Oxford University, are open this term for women.
The Lampoon thinks the increased number of
Freshmen at Princeton, has been the cause of the
revival of the shot -guntrade,—Ex.
Among the Juniors of Princeton, Latin is a
favorite elective. The two Greek classes added
together, fall short of the Latin.—Ex.
Stephens and Barr, '83, will pub lish this year
a complete collection of the songs which have
been and are popular at Asbury.–Asbury Monthly.
There are seven secret societies at Amherst.
The old college hall, where so many alumni
have received their diplomas, has been rejuvenated.—Ex.
The State University of Iowa has 45 Seniors,
31 Juniors, 55 Sophomores, 75 Freshmen, 125
Law Students and 15o Medical Students.—Student Life.
At Princeton, the student who stands highest
during his third year of study in an examination in Hebrew, will receive a fellowship worth

$600.—Ex.
This year Michigan University has had in al
departments 1,044 applicants for admission ; of
these 211 are in the department of Literature,
Science, and Art, and 134 are ladies.—Ex.
Eton College, England, has established a factory—a building- of three floors—in which various mechanical appliances are to be erected, so
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that boys may be taught the practical use of
tools. —Ex.
The class of '82, Harvard, have lost thirty men
on account of poor scholarship.—Ev.
The Trustees of Columbia College have decided not to allow the admission of young women.
—Ex.
At the recent Oxford examination 2,163 candidates were examined, 751 of this number being Seniors. 210 of them passed ; among them
were 229 girls. Of the 1,412 Juniors, 859
were successful, 211 being girls.—Ex.
The University of Halle has now not so many
students as during the days of Gesenius, Hupfeld, Tholuck and Roediger. During the last
semester 1,064 young men studied there, 252 of
these being in the theological department.
Professor Max Muller is an applicant for the
position of keeper of the Cray Library at Cape
Town, as successor to the late Dr. Bleek, his
special purposes being to prosecute Dr. Bleek's
researches into the language of South Africa.
The authorities of Cornell have taken a new
departure, and have ordered that next June, entrance examinations shall be held, not alone at
the University, as heretofore, but also, and at the
same time at Chicago, Cleveland and Boston.—
Exchange.
Professor Dexter, of Yale, has announced that
his optional in American history for the winter
term will have to do with the period extending
from the discovery of Columbus to the Revolution. He will almost completely dispense with
the use of a text-book in recitations.

attached to Cambridge has this term risen to 82.
Altogether during 1878-9, Icn women students
have been attending the lectures of the Cambridge Association. Twenty-four first classes
were obtained in the examinations last June.
Philo Society has recently secured for the library 21 vols. of N. A. Review which, along
with the acknowledged merit of this periodica 1
possesses additional interest and value in coming
directly from the private library of the late Bayard Taylor, one of America's most eminent literary men.—Peizna. Coll. Monthly.
At Allegheny College, eighteen nice fellows
entered the room of two students ; made them
strip, make speeches, repeat the Lord's prayer ;
blackened them with charcoal and inflicted other
indignities ; and when five of the offenders were
suspended, there was a general indignation and
hubbub.—Penna. Coll. illontlzly.
A student's guild, after the similar kind of
institutions in Germany, has been formed at
Cornell University, and includes most of the students there. Each student pays seventy-five
cents a year, and the proceeds are used to defray the expenses of poor and struggling students when they get sick.—Er.
The London City Companies have set aside a
sum of more than $75,0o0 a year to further in
that city the technical education of artisans. It
is intended to build a large central technical college, but the authorities do not mean to wait for
its completion. Courses of lectures on technical
physics and chemistry have already been established.

Nightingale in his "Requirements for Admission to College" says : The Roman pronunciation in Latin is used by twenty-two colleges ;
the English by eighteen ; the Continental, by
one, and a mixed pronunciation by two. All
the Roman Catholic Institutions use the Continental.—Ex.

The Board of Managers of Perdue University,
having decided against the formation or existence of secret societies among the students, a
pledge is exacted on entering, that the student
will not join any such societies ; nevertheless,
it seems, the secret societies do exist at Perdue, though without any fault of the President
or Faculty.--Er.

Without counting the distinct organization of
Girton College, the number of women students

Sir Alexander Grant, at the recent opening or
the session of the Edinburgh Association for the
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University education of women, spoke heartily
in favor of the higher education of women. He
characterized the old system of education in boarding schools as mechanical and dry, and said that
the proposed substitution was not longer hours of
study, but a more rational employment of a
shorter time.

fixed length of time ; and the degree to be conferred at the annual University commencement.
—Tribune.

The Marquis of Lorne, Governor-General of
Canada, has declared his intention to favor the
system of prizes in educational institutions, by
presenting annually during his term of office, a
gold and silver medal for competition in the
University at Montreal. All through Canada
the educational interest is awakening. Liberal
donors are having several new school buildings
erected.—Ex.

lege earnestly solicited.

The degree of Doctor of Medicine has been
conferred upon Mrs. Chaplain Ayrton, wife of
Professor Ayrton, by the Faculty of Medicine in
Paris. Mrs. Ayrton is one of the ladies who,
after pursuing medical studies at the University
of Edinburgh, were denied degrees. She afterwards recommenced her studies in Paris. In
the interval she went with her husband to Japan,
and the title of the thesis she presented to the
Faculty of Medicine before obtaining her degree
was : "Researches into the size and development of the body among the Japanese."—Nezu
York if Torld.
Two committees representing the rights of
the University, and the several literary colleges
of this State, met at Albany last November to
mature a plan for the conferring of academic degrees upon some who shall pass proposed postgraduate examinations under the authority and
direction of the regents. There was a general
argument as to the advantages of such a system
of examinations and degrees, and its tendency to
lift college standards. The plan proposed contemplates the appointment by the regents of an
adequate number of examiners, each of whom
shall be an expert in a particular branch ; all
candidates to pass a rigorous examination ; no
one to be a candidate for the higher University
.degrees until he has worn the collegiate degree a

PERSONAL.
Information concerning Alumni and former students of Col

'75—Miss Julia Morum, one of the pioneer
lady graduates of the college, was married
recently to Mr. H. E. Bligh, a well known oil
producer of Bradford. Miss Morum was esteemed very highly in college, for her affability and
attainments; and especially in her class, where
she held the honors of salutatorian. She has
been in active service as a teacher in the High
School of Bradford since it was opened, and has
taught with signal success in the natural sciences,
laboratory work, mathematics, rhetoric, Latin,
French, and German.
'76—Professor James H. Montgomery, passed
his holidays in town, and reports progress.
Mr. 0. F. Nodine will finish his lectures at the
Cleveland Medical School, in March next, and
come out a full fledged M. D. While studying
with Dr. Lashells he developed skill in surgical
operations, and will undoubtedly win a high reputation in his profession.
'77—W. C. Bear, is studying law at Jamestown,
Pa.
'79—Mr. Sr. L. L. Davis, made one of his flying visits to M. during the holidays.
'79—Mr. C. H. Bruce, spent a portion of his
holiday vacation visiting friends in and about
Meadville.
'79—Mr. D. B. Heiner, is studying law at his
home in Kittaning, Pa.
Mr. Will. Talbott, a former student of Allegheny, is in the drug business at Warren, Pa.
After leaving college, Mr. Talbott travelled several years in Europe, and spent some time in the
University of Gottingen.
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Leap year.
Now swear off smoking.
Look out for the sweet singers of Syracuse.
The grasping propensities of "our treasurer"
are truly wonderful.
No extra charge for reserved seats at Josh
Billings' lecture on "The Probabilities of Life."
Scene, Butler class.—Professor, "Mr. W., it is
supposed you are inside the college walls, not
against them."
The Fisk Declamation contest of the Athenian
Literary Society, will be held on Tuesday evening January 22th.
Senior in Physics.—"The experiment can be
made by moistening a piece of biblical paper."
He meant bibulous.
Class in Analytical Geometry, Professor giving
out problems.—"We will now feed the animals."
Close of the bell.—"The entertainment is now
over."
Wanted.—The reasons which prompted a certain Philo (who was rehearsing his declamation
in the Chapel, when the College Glee Club
wanted admittance at the inner door) to jump
from the second story window to the ground.
Some of the city editors, unwisely we think,
in speaking of the late hazing affair, gave the
names of the persons who were hazed. As was
said one's name was Martin. As we have other
students of that name, to prevent any misunderstanding, we will say that it was W. H. Martin,
of Franklin, and a member of the Preparatory
School.
The death of Bishop Haven, which occurred
Saturday evening, January 3d, was announced to
the students on Tuesday morning following, by
President Bugbee, and fitting remarks concerning his college life and character were made by
Professor Hyde, who was a class-mate and intimate companion. Incidents were told illustrating his loyalty to law and order, and his unvarying generosity ; two very prominent traits of his

character which were prominent in his collegiate course.
The famous musician, Remenyi, at the Opera
House on Saturday evening, January loth, and
Josh Billings, January 24th, both under the
auspices of the Philo-Franklin Society. We are
glad to see that this society is shaking off the
lethargy which has encumbered it, and is entering
into an active and enterprising existence indicative of thrift. At present they are giving these
performances to the public, to raise money to
pay for their piano. Let everybody attend and
give their money and presence toward their encouragement.
The Chambers Prize Declamation contest of
the Philo-Franklin Literary Society took place
on Friday evening December 12th, 1879, and was
contested for by five members whose names and
selections are as follows : J. S. Throckmorton,
The Famine : G. S. Miner, The Discovery of
America ; S. Jules Fleming, The Death Bed
K. T. Mead, The Death of Slavery, The Life of
the Nation ; M. L. Scooley, Closing Scenes.
The performances were all good ; but to Mr.
Scooley, for his fine selection and excellent delivery, was awarded the prize. The College
Glee Club furnished the music for the occasion
in its usual satisfactory manner, and its render
ing of one chorus, "The Caravan," especially deserves merit.

EXCHAE G ES.
We consider the Bowdoin Orient one of the
best of our exchanges. It is not overloaded
with heavy literary matter, and in its columns
gives a fair presentation of the various things interesting to college students. "Cheap Oratory"
is full of sound sense. We are always glad to
receive the Orient.
The College Olio presents itself first this year of
grace 1880. We are pleased with its neat, tasteful appearance. A good deal of care is evidently
bestowed on its arrangement and general make
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up. But the merit of the Olio does not consist in
externals alone. It has literary articles worth
reading, and the other departments of the paperseem to be sustained with judicious care. Marietta has in it a good representative.
The Tuftonian is a good college paper, but it is
not altogether free from the self-complacency of
Boston culture. The November number contained a discriminating critique on "Otway's
Venice Preserved." With the writer we would
accord that play "a high place in dramatic literature, perhaps the highest, after the plays of
Shakspeare, in the English drama," The poem,
"Man, a Phantasy ?" is quite fantastic. The versification is smooth, and evinces considerable
skill in poetic forms.
No one can read the Rc.z/cille without being
impressed with the idea that it is a genuine product of a military Academy. It is so bold, so
brave, so full of rollicking humor, and withal so
polite that a civilian regrets he cannot return its
own graceful military salute. We cannot, however, commend the judgment that admitted to
its columns an article with such strong partisan
sentiments as that On "The Lessons of History."
The funny columns of the Reveille contain genuine
wit, and its brief literary articles usually have an
aim, and hit the mark.
We are glad to exchange with The Rockford
Seminary Magazine, the December number of
which appears in our sanctum for the first time.
The general appearance of the Magazine reflects
credit on the good taste of the editors. We will
say that we do not like to see the editorials
remanded to the last page of the paper. The
"Alumni Department" we arc sure is a great
help to the magazine. "Concerning the Study
of our Mother Tongue" is certainly from the
pen of a thorough student of English. It does
not prove anything, yet the "Colloquy" started
by the question, "What was Edward Young's
idea of death ?" is good reading. It is natural,
racy and bright—just, we imagine, like the girls
who took part in it.
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Prof. in Phyics—"Give a good example of an
elastic substance." Student—"Conscience."
Prof. R.—"Mr. C., of what does the vertebral
column consist ?" Mr. C.--"Of apertures, joined
above and below. —Arg-us,
Senior--"And—aw—I was measured for a coat
yesterday, you see." Fresh, innocently—"Did
vou take chloroform ?"—Ex.
Mr. W., (reading from an essay)—"Not only is
it not that, but it is not," etc. Prof —"That's a
knotty sentence, anyhow."—Argus.
Very appropriate. (Fresh. in student's association)—Mr. President, I rise for information."
"That's right, sonny.; stay up 1."—illadisonenis.
"Yes, I want my daughter to study Rhetoric,"
said a Vermont mother, "for she can't fry pancakes now without smoking the house all up."—
Ex.
One of the officers of the freshman class is said
to have been found the other day with a long
pole trying to touch bottom in the artesian well.
And now the average Junior remarks to his
companion, "es ist sehr kalt," with a nonchalence
which indicates the utmost familiarity with the
German language.—Courant.
Student fresh from college to Conductor—Conductor, show me the pedulimate car. Conductor
—We have no peanut car. There is the smoking car, you can take that.—Ex.
One of the editors of an exchange was overheard courting a young lady in the following
style : "Miss , will you have us ? We will
do all in our power to render you happy."—Ex.
We can live without seniors or juniors or sophs,
We can live without tutors and live without Profs,
We can live without chums, we can live without cronies:
But freshmen and preps cannot live without ponies.
—College Transcript.

Senior in Metaphysics.—"Professor, if I should
put on green glasses and view this class, would I
be deceived in their appearance ?" Prof.—"Well
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—no, I don't think you would."—College Courier.

The meanest man in college ?
I know him passing well ;
A rather handsome fellow,
And somewhat of a swell.
-x-

At a recent performance some one yelled out,
"Down in front." Quicker than a flash, nine
Freshmen, five Sophomores, and two Juniors felt
of their upper lips. Such is the force of habit.—
Ex.

He goes to all the contests,
On water or on land,
And there among the heroes
He takes a foremost stand.

Junior, translating--"Inter omnes convenit multam rein bene exerceri posse ab homine occupato."
"All agree that a man who is engaged can do
nothing well." Hisses and groans from the
class.

He sings in all the concerts ;
He's always on the ground,
And circling in the dances
When Ivy-day comes round.
-x-

There is a patient in one of the New York
hospitals, who, in his delirium, continually calls
out "Next ! Next !" The physicians are undecided whether he is a college professor or a barber.—Ex.
, do you think the
Dr., in Biblical—"Mr.
speaking
sincerely
or
ironically in this
apostle is
passage ?" Sleepy Junior "Yes, sir, I think he
is speaking tyrannically." That brought down
the house.—Ex.
—

Professor in German to Junior—"In the sentence 'Jehovah made for him a female companion,' what dative is the phrase 'for him ?' " Junior "A clear case, a very clear case, sir, of disadvantage."
—

There seems to be some connection between
examination time and the following remark by
an antipodal laundryman : "Me no like washee
Blown boy's cuffee, too muchee one, two, three."

—Brunoni an.
Scene, tea table : 1st Senior to 2nd Senior,
who takes milk—"Mr. —, I should judge by
your actions you were brought up by hand."
2nd Senior—"I should judge by your actions that
you never had any bringing up."—Bates Student.
Prof.—"Miss B., will you please give me the
characteristics in which birds resemble the Dinosaur ?" Miss B. (promptly)—"These characteristics are quite numerous, but the one especially
noticeable is that both birds and Dinosaur walk
on their hind legs ;" and the Prof. wept.—Oberlin Review.

The meanest man in college,
The meanest men, I mean,
Are they whose long subscriptions
To this our MAGAZINE,
Whose dues to class and Philo,
To Boat club and to Glee,
Have been and are unsettled,
And likely still to be.
—Penna. Univ. Mag.
OUR ANNEXED SISTERS.
"Where are you going, my pretty maid ?"
"I'm going to the Annex, sir," she said.
"What to do there, my pretty maid ?"
"I'm going to be cultured, sir," she said.
"What are your studies, my pretty maid ?"
"Chinese and Quaternions, sir," she said.
"Then who will marry you, my pretty maid ?"
"Cultured girls don't marry, sir," sbe said.
—Crimson.
A SERENADE.
tAlphonzo is discovered under the window of his adored. guitar
in hand—Time—midnight.]

I fain would woo thee, love, to-night,
(By jove, how these mosquitoes bite !)
When sleeping nature, by the moon's pale ray
(Confound those frogs, she can't hear what I say.)
Is softened, and the little elves in fairy ring—
(Thunder ! there goes another string.)
Gleeful ; chant praises on thy beauty rare—
(A bug or something's got into my hair !)
At last she comes; and opens wide her lattice,
What's that ? She wonders where that cat is !
She can't refer to me; its just her fun
And yet, do I behold the old man with a gun
Farewell, dear little heart, I think I'll run !
—Ex.
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GILBERT & CO.,

ARC A_ 11) STORE,
DRZAMATER BLOOK.
The Eighmie Shirt,
The Pearl Shirt,
The Hills Shirt, Wamsutta Laundered Shirts,
A Good Linen Collar, -

-

$1 00
1 00
50c
1 00
10c

RUCHING, COLLARS, CUFFS, TIES, HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, RIBBONS, UNDERWEAR, DRESS GOODS.

Photographers,
(OPPOSITE POST OFFICE,)

Make

Students' Pictures as Cheap,

AS ANY OTHER ESTABLISHMENT IN THE CITY,

You will find our PRICES LESS than elsewhere.

LIVERY STABLE,

Give us a 'Trial.

NORTH WATER STREET.

J(

ZC)INT]E.,

C. F. Thomas.-

J .M. Robinson,

Keeps on hand a number of turn-outs, always to order. Good,
safe horses, handsome carriages, all at most reasonable rates.

Groceries & Provisions.

ALSO, RUNS 'BUS AND BAGGAGE WAGON TO AND
FROM THE DEPOT.

Robinson & Thomas,
Sole Wits of the Celebrated Shmachor

Creendale Conservatory
MEADVILLE. PA .

CHOICE BUQUETS,FLORAL
DESIGNS,
AN
CUT FL OWERS,

snow Flake Flour.
No. 994 Water Street, Meadville, Pa.

P. A. LAFFER.

S. N. CALLENDER.

FOR

CHRISTMAS AND OTHER GIFTS.

CALLENDER & CO.,

A SPECIALTY.
Orders by Mail and Telegraph Promptly Attended to.

H. MUNZ.

CHARLES VEITH,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
CHOCK FULL

DE,

GrG- ISTS

939 Water St. - - 297 Chestnut St,

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

Is our store with

Best Selections and Cheapest Lot of Goods
—)FOR(—

MEN, BOYS, AND CHILDREN,
Ever seen in Meadville. It is a great mistake to leave your
measure for a Suit or pair of Pants until you have seen our

FALL STOCK OF PIECE GOODS.
You will• be surprised to see how LOW we are making up
goods to order. GUARANTEE FIT, OR No SALE. No trouble
to show you through our stock, whether you wish to buy, or
CHAS. VEITH,
not.
No. 943Water-st

Look Out
FOR THE

LARGEST AND CHOICEST STOCK OF

HOLIDAY GOODS!
EVER OFFERED HERE.
BEST AND MOST VARIED STOCK IN THE CITY.

-
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Fashionable Clothiers

BUSINESS CARDS.
COMMERCIAL HOTEL.—
Corner Water and Chestnut Streets,
MEADVILLE, PA.
WM. H. MECHLING, PROP'R.

AND

MERCHANT TAILORS,

D

ELAMATER & CO.,

B ANKERS,
CORNER WATER & CHESTNUT STS., MEADVILLE, PA.

REEFER & ORRIS,

A W. MAXWELL, D. D. S.,

953 Water St.,

Shryock Block,

DENTAL ROOMS IN DELAMATER BLOCK.

MEADVILLE, PA,

PEOPLE'S SAVINGS BANK.
MEADVILLE, PENN' A.
J. L. BEATTY, President. - E. T.!ANDERSON, Cashier.

D IH]l■TNING TON 'S
For Pizatographs,

DR. G. ELLIOTT,

D ENTIST,

Nothing Better nor H and-

YRUS SEE, D. D. S.,
C
226

somer in the City.

CHESTNUT ST., - - - - MEADVILLE, PA.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Sundays, 2 to 3 p. m.

'Try _Him,

Water St., Meadville, Pa.

DR A. K. M'MULLEN'S
PALACE OF PHAR A CY

NO. 248 CHESTNUT ST., - - - MEADVILLE, PA

ANDREW'S SPECIALTIES!
NOVELTIES IN

T.

AITJIL I_4EN 'S

SAPONACEOUS DENTINE,
For Cleaning, Preserving and Beautifying the Teeth. The

GREAT SCOTCH REMEDY,
An unequaled Remedy for the cure of Coughs, Colds, and all

Gentlemen's Neckwear, Linen and Paper
Collars.
Men's suspenders from
Men's merino and wool underwear from

Men's half hose per pair from
Men's two button kid gloves per pair

-

18C to $1 00

- 25c to $3 00
5c to $1 00

Pulmonary Complaints.

$1 25

L. LiNCIAIM3Tarr.t
A Remedy of great value, and no one should be without it.
908 Water Street, MEADVILLE, PA.

NOTICE!
The Sest and Cheapest

BOOTS AND SHOES!
You can buy, may be found at

S. SHAL HER' S,
SALESMAN,

232 Chestnut St., MEADVILLE, PA.

Ladies' Neckwear in Lace or ilk, in the
latest novelties in the market.
New designs in ruchings. Novelties in linen collars and cuffs
LaRosa kid gloves, three button, $1 00.
Four button $1 25 ; 6 button $1 50; 8 button $2 oo per pair,
the best glove ever sold at the price.
Novelties in ladies' hosiery from toe to $2 7 5 per pair.
,Berlin, Split and Single Zephers, Saxony and Germantown Yarns.

W. H. ANDREWS
00--it and 000 Water Street.

